We originally approached Bill Kater of Pool Enclosures Inc. in July of 2012 to discuss our desire to add an attached,
stylish enclosure to a fine home in the most prestigious neighborhood in our small Eastern Canadian city. We thought
we had very limited options on how to attach it. Our initial idea was to tear out a 3' wide section of an existing wall in
our home and add a 10' breezeway to connect to the enclosure. Bill did us one better and came up with a plan to finish
the area under our deck, having our rear ground-floor door lead into a new enclosed, insulated area and attaching a 12'
long glass breezeway from the deck space to the new enclosure. The combination of the breezeway and under-deck
area gave us an instant 200 sq. feet of useable interior space, as well as the 900 sq. feet that was to be the enclosure.
Bill's ability to put the aesthetic considerations at a very high priority and his patience to address the finer details of the
relationship between the house and the enclosure made the difference for us. We threw one design problem after
another at him to solve and he handled every single one of them efficiently and creatively. Side wall heights were raised
to 10' and the peak to 16' to accommodate a 3' above ground step-in platform between our 16' x 8' swim spa and our 8
'x 8’ Jacuzzi, and he also advised us to add six or seven additional feet to the overall length to the initial 36' plan. Now,
we cannot imagine ever being happy without the recommended upsize, because in addition to the pool and Jacuzzi, we
plan on using it as a gym and sunroom. With a massive 18' wide sliding door (with screen) that Bill custom ordered for
us, and five large sliding windows, we are able to let fresh air into the room to complement the AC & central fan.
Bill developed our original plan, changing what could have been a utilitarian glass enclosure into a polished,
conservatory-style enclosure, which is more of what we were looking for. We achieved the conservatory look through a
combination of design elements: the overall Victorian model shape of the structure, the use of the stone knee wall, the
higher than normal side walls, the double upper transom and the raised polycarbonate bronze roof with decorative
ridge cresting. It was important to us that all the metal framing match our house trim, so Bill made sure it was customcolored to blend seamlessly with our home. In short, we wanted a conservatory at a discounted price—less than the
typical $200-$300 per sq. ft cost that we kept running into when shopping the conservatory market. We made Bill our
Canadian house-guest for 4 weeks and at the end of 4 weeks we had exactly what we wanted, despite major snow
storms, very high winds and temperatures well below freezing! We are now proud to own an 1,100 sq. ft., Victorianstyle pool enclosure and connecting breezeway. Bill actually flew to Canada to meet with the concrete contractor even
before the base slab was poured to make sure everything was going to be as it should be. The project came in at the
price hoped for, and at a huge discount from the other quotes we received for a similar build. We thank Bill and PEI for a
job very well done.
Troy M.

